
Handy Eastercamp Crew Info	

 
Thinking about applying to be part of the EC Crew but want to know a bit more info? Keep 

reading and hopefully we can help answer some questions you might have! If you have any other 
specific questions please email info@eastercamp.org.nz  

 

 
Kitchen Crew 

Hours - Full time over the weekend based in the onsite EC Kitchen. 

Role/Key Duties - Preparing the meals for everyone! Anything from 
lifting/cutting/chopping/unpacking food etc. The food is served by the youth groups. 

 
Loo Crew 

Hours – Two/Three small shifts throughout the day (this Crew does the least hours - 
yay). 

Role/Key Duties – Cleaning the toilets, showers, water blasting, stocking loo paper etc. 
This happens while the Big Top Sessions are on.  

 
Safety Crew 

Hours – This Crew works in one of three shifts (either morning, afternoon or overnight) 
each being 8 hours.  

Role/Key Duties – Patrolling the site in pairs, stationed at the front gate or somewhere 
else around site, keeping an eye on wristbands, behaviour, site boundaries etc. Also 

helping with traffic or people management where needed. 
 

General Crew 

Hours – This Crew works in one of two shifts (either morning/afternoon or 
afternoon/evening). 

Role/Key Duties – Setting up/packing down, running and manning the daily afternoon 
activities programme. Completing multiple rubbish and recycling runs daily. Helping 

with the Village Stage/evening programme. Being available for odd jobs. 
 

Info Crew 

Hours – Two x4 hour shifts per day, which vary over the weekend of 
mornings/afternoons/evenings.  

Role/Key Duties – Either in the onsite EC office dealing with general enquiries e.g. lost & 
found, where things are around site, programme questions, wristband replacements etc. 

Or in the Info Hut – selling tickets and sign ups for activities, selling merchandise or 
manning the Eftpos facility.  

 
 



Handy Eastercamp Crew Info	
 

Welcome Crew 

Hours – Two x4 hour shifts per day, which vary over the weekend of 
mornings/afternoons/evenings.  

Role/Key Duties – Stationed at the front gate of camp, helping people to sign in and out, 
answer any enquiries, guide people to where things are around camp, being a friendly 

face when people come and go!  

 
Specialised Crews 

We also have a bunch of specialised Crews that we need help with over the weekend. 
That includes Media, Medical, Tech & Site Crews. These all have different shift times 
and responsibilities that usually require previous experience or qualifications. If you 
have any questions about these roles, please get in contact. Or if you feel you fit the 

description hit the apply button!  


